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Spider-Man: Oh, I'm the real one, Gwen. Believe me.  

Gwen Stacy Clone: But… how can you tell?  

Spider-Man: Simple. I… uh… Far out. 

— Amazing Spider-Man 

 

In this paper I will be discussing the SpongeBob character, DoodleBob, in relation to the 

philosophies of Plato and Aristotle, and to my own idea of the “Imperfect Clone”. I will conclude 

by providing a counter-thesis by Tom Gunning. 

 

Imagine this: People live under the earth in a cavelike dwelling. […] The people have been 
in this dwelling since childhood, shackled by the legs and neck. Thus they stay in the same 
place so that there is only one thing for them to look at: whatever they encounter in front 
of their faces. […] Some light… is allowed them…, namely rom a fire that casts its glow 
toward them from behind…. 
 
 
In the Allegory of the Cave, Plato describes mankind as living in a cave, seduced and 

confused by the shadows of objects and mistaking them for the Real thing. For Plato, this scene 

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/ComicBook/SpiderMan


accurately depicts human beings’ relationship to the Real World: we are unable to “ascend to the 

light” of Real reality; instead, we only experience lesser-than versions of the (Ideal) Real. A 

Platonic worldview is one that sees the realm of Ideas (or “Forms”) is the realist real there is. In 

Plato’s eyes (mind? mind-eyes?), all physical things are made in the likeness of the things that 

exist in the realm of Forms. (*And I say this with all of the Christian-religious connotations 

intended. Plato’s thought is very Christian in that it considers the realist/idealist Real to be 

beyond direct human experience, in some cosmic non-space, governing the physical world… This 

is, of course, how Christians view God...) So, for Plato, the Idea of a table precedes the physical 

reality of the table. The table at which you and I actually sit is simply a less-than-Ideal version of 

the table that we construct perfectly in our minds… it’s the table that comes after our conception 

of it.  

Plato considers the fact that we are convinced that the table we sit at is Real is very 

problematic. Our obsession with (what he views as) the cheap copy dooms us. His logic is that, if 

we prefer the poor replication, we are doomed to replicate replications ad infinitum, as the 

integrity of the original Idea(l) degrades with each replication. (Eventually we end up in the 

Beaudrillardian Virtual Reality.) This is why Plato has the reputation for hating art. In the most 

conventional sense—that is, the sense in which the Greeks would have considered the term—

the mimetic arts (in Plato’s time, this would have included drawing, painting, sculpting, theatre) 

aim to depict life “realistically”. A lot of time is put into making a sculpture “lifelike”; the 

brushstrokes of a painting are rendered invisible so that the content can feel “real”. These 

naturalistic, mimetic practices create reproductions of a physical reality that is already a 



reproduction of the Ideal reality that is beyond our perception. It is for these reasons that Plato 

argues that artists move culture in entirely the wrong direction. 

I would like to argue, however, that the degraded, poor, imperfect copy has a lot of 

political potential, particularly within the conditions of contemporary life. I think that we can be 

confronted by a reproduction so imperfect, so degraded that we are forced to come to terms 

with its imperfection—forced to deal with its material reality. Adhering to more Platonic terms: 

an adequately imperfect reproduction of the Real can remind us that it’s a reproduction we’re 

seeing; it won’t allow us to fall for the illusion that it is the Ideal Real, or even that it faithfully 

reproduces the Ideal Real; our relationship to the Idea is not jeopardized because the 

reproduction of the Idea (i.e. “the clone”) is so imperfect; we confront the shadows’ shadowocity, 

and thus the material fact of its being a shadow of Reality, and not Reality itself. 

It is this line of thinking that leads me to briefly considering Aristotle’s view as dialectically 

opposed to Plato’s, and how their respective views relate to the famed SpongeBob SquarePants 

character, DoodleBob. 

As opposed to Plato, Aristotle more explicitly valued artistic, “poetic” endeavor.  Aristotle 

saw art as not merely imitation, but something that could serve a higher social function. Art can 

provide emotionally cathartic experiences and even have a moral/educational dimension. How?  

By literally showing us! In Euripides' Oedipus Rex, for example, Oedipus gouges out his own eyes 

after discovering he had incestuous relations with his mother. This act is a very dramatic and 

intense spectacle that effects the whole audience, and can teach everyone one very basic, 

necessary principle of the Good: DON’T BE A MOTHERFUCKER! Aristotle believed that the goal of 



the visual arts should not be to depict an ideal and perfect reality or form of Beauty, in Platonic 

terms, but instead use the ideal to highlight imperfections in our reality. 

Which leads me to DoodleBob. 

A recurring motif in television and cinema is the trouble that clones bring about. (See: The 

Spider Man Clone saga http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/ComicBook/TheCloneSaga as 

one interesting example of this dilemma being the premise for an entire episodic series.) There 

are many examples in which a character is confronted with perfect clones of another character, 

be it friend of foe, and has to target the correct original one or face doom. It is at this moment 

where the imperfection of a clone becomes especially significant.  

In season 2, episode 14 of the popular children’s show, SpongeBob SquarePants, 

SpongeBob draws a portrait of himself with a magical pencil. (The 

pencil comes from a live-action artist sketching at sea who drops 

it in the ocean… I mention this because I think it is interesting to 

consider, within the context of this conversation, how the 

depiction of real 3-D space in this 2-D animated cartoon becomes 

analogous to Plato’s conception of the “Ideal world above” [the artist is literally  

“above” the action of the cartoon, floating on a boat in 

the middle of the ocean] and the cave of shadows in 

which SpongeBob and the Gang reside.) The drawing 

then becomes “animated”. It comes to life. The resultant 

being is dubbed “DoodleBob” by its Creator, SpongeBob. 

But DoodleBob is a troubled being.  

http://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/ComicBook/TheCloneSaga


 

 



It becomes apparent quickly that this imperfect clone of SpongeBob is evil—out for blood 

even. On the outset, we can see this situation as perfectly illustrating Plato’s thesis: The live 

action overworld in which the artist who drops the pencil exists—a world beyond SongeBob’s 

perception, scope of reality—represents Plato’s realm of Forms; all of Bikini Bottom, including 

SpongeBob, represents the lesser-than physical reality that is produced in the (relative) likeness 

of the realm of Forms; DoodleBob represents the Artist’s attempts to reproduce the already 

reproduced; and, in keeping perfectly in-line with Plato’s thought, the fact of DoodleBob’s 

evilness represents the danger that Plato warns us of: if we keep going for the cheap reproduction 

of the cheap reproduction, we are left with a world of DoodleBobs (a DoodleWorld, even), all 

running around yelling incomprehensible nonsense (all DoodleBob can say is some version of 

“mehomenoimenoy” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9aZsmE7INg)...) Is this not, in a 

minimally abstract way, the world in which we already live?  

But, alas! It is precisely DoodleBob’s shabbiness that makes him the easily-identified 

target and source of evil. We know that he is not the true SpongeBob, even though he would like 

us to believe it. (Towards the end of the episode, DoodleBob momentarily acquires speech to tell 

SpongeBob, “You Doodle Bob. ME SpongeBob!”) 

This situation can be contrasted with a television trope that tvtropes.org cites as 

“Ambiguous Cloning”. Essentially, the idea is that, through the process of cloning, characters are 

confused as to the “true” identity of a cloned character. Sometimes the character his/herself is 

confused about which one of them is “real”, other times it is another character that is confronted 

with clones or a cloned version of a character.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9aZsmE7INg)


What if SpongeBob’s creation looked just like him? Or if, by some other means, truly and 

effectively replaced him? This is a reality just as problematic as the afore-mentioned realm of the 

DoodleBobs: the Realm of the Perfect Clones (of SpongeBob). Here, original and copy are 

indistinguishable. Real and Representation aren’t just confused, but simply indistinguishable—

“virtually” the exact same thing. 

Today, in the world of Social Media, virtual reality, and political correctness, we are 

constantly creating clones of ourselves and our Realities. These realities often include political 

realities (think the conversion of complex politics into memes and 30-second supercut videos), 

emotional realities (think every group selfie of people smiling like they’re having a blast, people 

ranting into the internet ether about their sorrows and ex-lovers), and material/physical realities 

(think photos of road trips, cat videos, basically every photograph posted on Instagram…). 

While there are many possibilities for good and positive productivity in these alternate, 

livable dimensions of reality, I maintain that an aesthetic distance is necessary to maintain a 

healthy relationships to these places, to our cloned selves. As Aristotle teaches us about the 

utility of art and representation, there is a deeply important lesson to be learned from the 

“Frankendoodle” episode: It is important to acknowledge—neigh, to be able to acknowledge—

that our cloned selves are indeed imperfect, necessarily inauthentic, or at least only marginally 

accurate representations of our true, Platonically Real selves. This is the importance of the 

imperfect clone. 

As an antithesis to my above arguments, I would like to briefly consider the text Truthiness 

and the More Real: What Is the Difference? by Tom Gunning. In this essay, Gunning directly 

addresses the question “Does a reproduction no longer lead us to the thing reproduced but 



rather draw a veil over it, keeping us at a distance?” He asserts: “Some hold that media, both in 

the sense of mass media and in the sense of technologies of communication and presentation 

that surround us, function today as deceiving spirits,” as is more or less my claim above—

certainly the claim of Plato. His counterclaim is that “there are different forms of realism in the 

arts and media, and assuming that only transparency can offer a view of the world is frankly 

wrong.”  

Gunning’s position challenges Plato’s and mine, suggesting that mediating forces don’t 

necessarily “deceive” us, and that the modern notion of transparency or self-preferentiality does 

not necessarily give a viewer access to a “More Real” than a photograph might. He mentions that 

this is why we still use photographs for passports, driver’s licenses and such. At at least the level 

of functionality, mediating forces do work to represent the real in a not-misleading way. He says 

that it is not so much the photographic object that problematizes the image, or authentic 

representation in general, but rather the “omnipresence of the photographic, the proliferation 

and mass circulation of photographs” because they “overwhelm our sense of reality—not so 

much because of their distorted relation to a real original but because of the way they seem to 

constitute another dimension of our daily lives.”  

I still believe that there are ways to problematize even Gunning’s claims, and that the 

notion of the Imperfect Clone is one which still addresses the way images “constitute another 

dimension of our daily lives.” 


